National Educators To Speak At 45th Schoolmen's Week On 'Partners in Education'

The University's 45th annual Schoolmen's Week, which will be held tomorrow through Friday, will feature pertinent plans on the central theme, "Partners in Education." President of the University, Dr. Clement H. Haas, president of the Fund for the Advancement of Education for the Overseas, Mrs. Mary C. Jones, Federal Director of Public Instruction, will be among the speakers at the Cathedral.

Dietrich Hall Damaged By Group of Students

A group of students engaged in a stringing of Dietrich Hall over the weekend. The students broke locked into the building, smuggling the lock from the main entrance at the entrance nearest 20th Street on Locust Street. A string broke a window of the office of the Bradford West, director of student personnel.

Chapereone Problem Will Be Investigated By Joint Committee

A joint committee of the Intercollegiate and Undergraduate Council has been named to draft a student report on the problem of chapereone to be presented to the Council at its next meeting.

On Partners in Education

The committee will be headed by William Williams, the other members to be named by the Undergraduate Council. Robert Lee, Joseph McNamara, Walter Faust, John A. Young, and Peter Torpy and Joseph Trouche. The report will be presented for the F-Council next week.

Another feature of the Council meeting will be the annual presentation of the Special Recognition Awards, established by the Student Teachers Association of the University of Pennsylvania Association of All Schools Teachers and Association of School Teachers, Association of Teachers and Teachers of Philadelphia, and the Student Teachers Association of the University of Pennsylvania.

When formal recognition awards will be given in the ceremony for second semester freshman students, sophomore students, and junior and seniors will receive the awards at the meeting in the Office of the Dean of Men.

The selection of the next president of the Council will be made by the council at its meeting this day. A committee of the council will be appointed to select the president.

Penn Drops Second Straight Contest While Outgaining Dartmouth Saturday

by Mark Rosefield

As Princeton and "Wade" have shown so often in recent years, the big question is always that of the date on which both teams will reach the heights of their play. The question is always the same. The question is never the answer.

The key to Princetons' success is that they have managed to find the right combination of players to fill in the spots that no one else seems to fill. The key to Dartmouth's success is that they have managed to find the right combination of players to fill in the spots that no one else seems to fill.

Quaker sophomore tackle John Chisholm boasts an 11-yard field goal against Dartmouth. Penn has reason to hope for a good Quaker in the future. Chisholm holds the ball for kickoff.

On the face of it, with Penn at home, the Big Green looks to be a good bet against the Quakers. In the past, the Quakers have been able to move freely on the Quaker defense and the Big Green offense. But the Quakers failed to do that this week. The Quakers were still flying high, but sticking around in the second half.
The Daily Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania University student newspaper.

The Tennyson Challenge

by Robert L. Israeloff

It was late winter when Ken Dobsects, president of the Penn Athletic Association and coach of the Penn relay team, visited the offices of the Daily Pennsylvanian, where the staff was busy preparing for the upcoming spring season. Dobsects, a former relay runner himself, explained that the Tennyson Challenge was a prestigious relay race that took place every year, involving teams from various universities across the United States. The race was named after Alfred Tennyson, the famous English poet, who was known for his love of sports and his advocacy for fair play. The Tennyson Challenge was considered one of the most difficult relay races, with each leg requiring a unique set of skills and strategies. The Penn relay team had trained hard to prepare for the challenge, and Dobsects was confident that his team would perform well. He encouraged the students to support the relay team and to stay tuned for the exciting race ahead. His words were met with enthusiasm and excitement, as the students prepared to witness the Penn relay team's take on the Tennyson Challenge.
Varsity Soccermen Tie Dartmouth Squad, 2-2

With 11 hours left in the regulation period, George Weixelbaum hit the 3-foot line shot with a skilled kick to give Penn's Varsity Squad a 2-2 tie with Dartmouth in Philadelphia last night.

In the closing minutes of the second half, Weixelbaum scored his second goal of the night when the ball was brought to the penalty circle and then passed to Weixelbaum, who hit the tip with a powerful shot.

Weixelbaum, Doelling Are Weekly Stars

Two Penn stars were named this week by the American College Soccer Association as their stars of the week. Weixelbaum and Doelling both had standout performances against Dartmouth.

Dartmouth Defeats Squared

Quakers' Doelling Stars

Jayvees Lose Opponent

Pennsylvania College Soccer Association named their stars of the week for last weekend. Jayvees' star of the week was Doelling, who had a standout performance against Dartmouth.

FOR COOL DAYS AHEAD

Rain-Repellent

Penn 6-Fl. Scarf

Ivy-Style Raincoat

Light Tan Gar.

Ivy-Style Sweater

Gar. Cap to Match

Our Price

Complete $17.90

Zipper Jacket

Penn 6-Fl. Sweater

WITH PENN DESIGN

IN WHITE OR NAVY

Price $5.50

Price $2.98

where there's life...there's Budweiser

FANCY THAT? Budweiser lists its ingredients right on the label. Do you know of any other beer that does that?
THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN

Classified Ads

OPTICAL REPAIRS — PROMPT
DEE PORTER'S Orchestra
GONNA DANCE!
Vocalist FREE with each engagement.
WILLOW GROVE 2905

NOTICES

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES—
If you have brains or ambition, find or fashion, we want you. Send your name and address to The Daily Pennsylvania, 515 S. 17th Street — briefly please—no phone calls allowed. scramble Eye fashions. We want good people, quick action. Send your application to the above address. ORCHESTRA

Dee Porter's Orchestra needs men on clarinet, sax, banjo, and other string instruments. Apply immediately at Willow Grove 2905.

DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN

The Pennsylvania Staff of The Daily Pennsylvania is looking for bright, helpful writers for the paper. Write, draw pictures, take in-class pictures, etc. Send resume to Walter W. Ginn, 405 Locust, as soon as possible.

FRATERNITY, SORORITY

FRATERNITY MEMBER?

"QUAD" is a Greek Letter sensation! Identify yourself as a Fraternity or Sorority member with this brass-buckled imported French elastic belt — a smartly-styled addition to your slacks or walking shorts. "Quad" adjusts to any size! In a large selection of colors! $2.50

JESS BUTZ
3403 WALNUT STREET
EV 6-4616

NEW! TODAY'S HANDIEST DEODORANT STICK FOR MEN

Complete protection in an unbreakable, push-up case—no fail to fool with; easy to pack; he-man size. $1

YARDLEY OF LONDON, INC.

Fraternity, Sorority Member?

FRESHMAN!

A Welcome Gift

MOM'S KITCHEN
3715 LOCUST STREET
NOW THE DISCRIMINATING EAT
BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

The World's Within Your Reach...

You can assure yourself of a year's stimulating entertainment for $4.50, with a membership to the exclusive, newly remodeled WORLD THEATRE on Market Street!

Six admissions to any of THE WORLD'S future programs till June. Among them will be:

- From England THE SPANISH GARDNER
- From France IT HAPPENED IN THE DARK
- From Italy PASSIONATE SUMMER
- From Africa THE ALBERT SCHWEITZER STORY
- From Greece A GIRL IN BLACK

Tickets, full details

Houston Hall Information Desk
George Kremser—222 S. 39th St.—EV. 6-3383
Farrel Shaftel—224 S. 39th St.—EV. 6-5198
Box Office—World Theatre—1830 Market St.

TONIGHT AT HOUSTON HALL
"THE HIGH AND THE MIGHTY"

ADMISSION 25c. SHOWING AT 7:00, 9:00 P. M.

Now! The one cigarette in tune with America's taste!

Hit Parade has all you want!

the tobacco...
the tip...
and the taste!

YARDLEY OF LONDON, INC.

Yardley products for America are created in England and finished in the U.S.A. from the original English formulae, combining imported and domestic ingredients. 100% natural tobacco! The tobacco you want...only the choicest grades of quality tobacco. And it's all 100% natural tobacco! The tip you want...developed exclusively for Hit Parade. And it really does right by the flavor! The taste you want...the freshest, fullest taste of any filter cigarette. Now smoothest taste in familiar pack.